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Ambition Academy

Session -2020-21
subject..EVS
Class-3
Topic ..Read and answer.

A.Answer the following questions
1.Draw many types of leafs.
2.What four things do all plants need? ...
3.What are the parts of the plant? ...
4.What does the root do for the plant? ...
5.What does the stem do for the plant? ...
6.What do leaves do for the plant? ...
7.The plant parts that take in water and minerals from the soil are. ...
8.What is the first stage in the growth of many plants?
B.write &Learn about birds. And answer the following questions
3 things help a bird to flylightweight, smooth feathers – this reduces the forces of weight and
drag.
Interesting things about birds.
a beak, instead of heavy, bony jaws and teeth – this reduces the force of weight.
an enlarged breastbone called a sternum for flight muscle attachment – this helps with the
force of thrust.lightweight, smooth feathers – this reduces the forces of weight and drag.
a beak, instead of heavy, bony jaws and teeth – this reduces the force of weight.
an enlarged breastbone called a sternum for flight muscle attachment – this helps with the
force of thrust.
1.What 3 things help a bird to fly?
2.What would have happened if an eagle has claws like a pigeon?
3.Why can a bird fly but a fly can't bird?
4.Can birds fly with one wing?
5.Is Peacock a perching bird?
6.How do you teach birds?
7.What makes a bird a bird?

Home-Assignment
Class-3
Subject-maths
1 .Solve the following word problem.
(I) Meena eats 3chapattis every day. In 1week how many chapattis
Has she eaten?
(II) The cost of 1kg of milk is rs.36. what will be the cost of 87kg
Of milk?
(III) one day 24hours . How many hours are there in 15days?
2. Multiply
(a) 345×24=

(b) 456×45=

(c) 654×15=.

(d) 400×34=

(e) 623×12=
3. Find the product:
(1) 28×______=280.

(2) 16×______=1600

(3) ______×25=250.

(4)_______×68=6800

(5)_______×15=1500
4. Write the difference between odd and even number.
5. How many legs do?
(1) 9lions have____________
(2)6spiders have________
(3) 5 snakes have_________
(4) 8 boys have_________

Home Assignment

Class -3 subject -English

Read the

comprehension and answer the following questions .
One day ,in a SMALL town a magician was showing many
tricks.Everyone laughed and clapped loudly. He put his hand into his
long hat and pulled out a white rabbit .All the people went
clap,clap,clap!After the magician 's show was over he went to another
town .on his way he passed through the jungle.
Answer the question given below.
Q. Who was showing many tricks in a SMALL town?
A.-----------------------------------Q.what animal did the magician take out from the hat?
A.---------------------------------------Q.what did the people do When they saw the rabbit?
A.---------------------------------Q.After the show was over ,Where did the magician go?
A.------------------------

